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Abstract

Adversarial attacks against textual data has001
been drawing increasing attention in both the002
NLP and security domains. Current successful003
attack methods for text typically consist of two004
stages: word importance ranking and word re-005
placement. The first stage is usually achieved006
by masking each word in the sentence one at007
a time and obtaining the resulting output prob-008
ability of the target model. The second stage009
involves finding synonyms to replace “vulner-010
able” words by the order of ranking. In this pa-011
per, we first explore the effects of employing012
the model explanation tool LIME to generate013
word importance ranking, which has the advan-014
tage of taking the local information around the015
word into account to obtain word importance016
scores. We then propose Reinforce Attack, a017
reinforcement learning (RL) based framework018
to generate adversarial text. Notably, the at-019
tack process is controlled by a reward func-020
tion rather than heuristics as in previous meth-021
ods to encourage higher semantic similarity022
and lower query costs. Through automatic023
and human evaluations, we show that our024
LIME+Reinforce Attack method achieves bet-025
ter or comparable attack success rate against026
other state-of-the-art attack frameworks, while027
the generated samples preserve significantly028
higher semantic similarity.029

1 Introduction030

Deep neural networks have dominated computer031

vision (CV) domain as well as natural language pro-032

cessing (NLP) domain. However, studies (Good-033

fellow et al., 2014; Biggio et al., 2017; Carlini034

and Wagner, 2017) have shown that deep learn-035

ing systems are vulnerable to adversarial examples.036

Specifically, these adversarial examples are usually037

generated by adding small perturbations to original038

samples, which are unperceivable to human while039

can mislead the neural networks to make wrong040

prediction. While extensive studies have focused041

on designing adversarial examples and defenses in042

CV tasks (Goodfellow et al., 2014; Madry et al., 043

2018; Xu et al., 2020), textual adversarial examples 044

are less investigated (Li et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 045

2020; Wallace et al., 2019). 046

Compared to image data, textual data is discrete 047

and constrained by dictionary, which makes it more 048

difficult to perturb the input. Besides the ability 049

to fool the target model, the perturbed text input 050

should also satisfy three key utility-preserving prop- 051

erties: 1) human prediction consistency: predic- 052

tions made by human are still the same, 2) semantic 053

similarity: the perturbed example should be seman- 054

tically similar to the original, and 3) language flu- 055

ency: generated example should be grammatically 056

correct and fluent. For example, simply replacing 057

the character in words to make them grammatically 058

unrecognizable will result in unnatural sentences. 059

The state-of-the-art schema (Li et al., 2020) for 060

generating attack samples can be divided into two 061

steps: 1) find vulnerable words and rank them, 2) 062

replace the ranked words one by one to generate ad- 063

versarial samples. The first stage employs a method 064

called word importance ranking. In the case of at- 065

tacking BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), they mask all 066

the words in the input sentence one at a time and 067

obtain the corresponding output predictions of the 068

masked sentences from BERT. Then they obtain the 069

word importance rank by the impacts on the output 070

scores. As for the second stage, lexical substitute 071

models (Zhou et al., 2019) are considered to gener- 072

ate adversarial examples. However, there are two 073

significant drawbacks of the above framework: i) 074

the word importance ranking via masking is naive 075

and not explainable, ii) the entire attack process 076

doesn’t take semantic similarity into consideration. 077

In this paper, firstly, we propose to generate word 078

importance ranking via LIME (Ribeiro et al., 2016), 079

a popular tool for explaining machine learning 080

(ML) classifiers. We show that simply switching 081

from masking to LIME can improve the attack per- 082

formance noticeably on some datasets. Secondly, 083
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to enforce the semantic similarity between adver-084

sarial sample and original sample, we introduce an085

RL-based framework, namely Reinforce Attack,086

for attacking the target model. RL has been previ-087

ously applied to reading comprehension (Hu et al.,088

2018), question answering (Liu et al., 2019), and089

sentence simplification (Zhang and Lapata, 2017).090

Specifically, we recast the attack process as a se-091

quence tagging problem, where an agent is trained092

to identify vulnerable words for substitution to max-093

imize the reward function that encourage higher094

semantic similarity and lower query cost. We con-095

duct extensive experiments on four classification096

datasets and one regression dataset to demonstrate097

the effectiveness of our method. The contribution098

of this paper is threefold:099

• We propose to replace the naive word impor-100

tance ranking method by LIME, which can101

explain predictions of the target classifiers by102

learning an interpretable model locally around103

the prediction.104

• We introduce Reinforce Attack, an RL-based105

method that learns the optimal trade-off106

among key metrics by maximizing the de-107

signed reward function.108

• Besides demonstrating superior attack perfor-109

mance on classification tasks, we also extend110

the adversarial attack to text regression task111

successfully. To our knowledge, this is the112

first work to show the generalizability of ad-113

versarial attack to regression tasks.114

2 Related Work115

2.1 Adversarial Attacks in NLP116

In NLP, DNNs are widely used in many tasks such117

as text classification, machine translation, and ques-118

tion answering. However, these DNN-based sys-119

tems are vulnerable to adversarial attacks. Paper-120

not et al. (Papernot et al., 2016) were the first121

to show that text classifiers can be fooled by ad-122

versarial examples, which were generated by sim-123

ply adding noise to text. Subsequently, more re-124

search efforts have been invested in this domain125

to better understand the adversarial attacks and126

potential defenses for different tasks, e.g., classi-127

fication (Li et al., 2019), reading comprehension128

(Jia and Liang, 2017), natural language inference129

(Minervini and Riedel, 2018), machine translation130

(Ebrahimi et al., 2018), question answering (Mu-131

drakarta et al., 2018), argument reading compre-132

hension (Niven and Kao, 2019), and link prediction133

(Minervini et al., 2017). 134

More recently, transformer-based models (De- 135

vlin et al., 2018) have dominated various tasks in 136

NLP. These models have achieved high general- 137

ization power by pre-training on large corpus, out- 138

performing previous state-of-the-art DNNs by only 139

fine-tuning on task dataset. However, the wide 140

application of pre-trained models may also cause 141

serious security issues since one successful adver- 142

sarial attack can threat all models of the same archi- 143

tecture. Prior successful attack methods (Jin et al., 144

2020) usually relied on heuristic replacement strate- 145

gies at the character or word level which makes it 146

challenging to find the optimal solutions in the vast 147

embedding space while simultaneously preserving 148

semantic consistency and language fluency. Li et al. 149

(Li et al., 2020) proposed BERT-Attack, an effec- 150

tive method to generate adversarial examples using 151

BERT. This attack outperforms the prior methods 152

in terms of both success rate and perturbation rate. 153

Compared with the aforementioned methods, we 154

explore the effects of employing LIME to generate 155

word importance ranking. Moreover, we propose 156

the RL-based Reinforce Attack framework, which 157

recasts the attack process as a sequence tagging 158

problem. Unlike heuristics based strategies, our 159

method is trained to maximize the reward function, 160

which represents the trade-off among key metrics. 161

2.2 RL for NLP 162

There exist several work that apply RL to NLP 163

tasks. Zhang et al. (Zhang and Lapata, 2017) ex- 164

plored the space of possible simplifications of sen- 165

tences while learning to optimize a reward function 166

that encourages outputs which are simple, fluent, 167

and preserve the meaning of the input. Liu et al. 168

(Liu et al., 2019) combined Seq2Seq model with 169

deep reinforcement learning, defining a sequence 170

generator by optimizing a combination of imposed 171

reward functions. Moreover, Ammanabrolu et al. 172

(Ammanabrolu et al., 2020) introduced Q*BERT, 173

an agent that learns to build a knowledge graph of 174

the world by answering questions, which leads to 175

greater sample efficiency. 176

3 Methodology 177

In this section, we first elaborate on the process of 178

generating the adversarial example. Then we pro- 179

ceed to the details of our Reinforce Attack frame- 180

work. 181
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3.1 Explanatory Model182

Recently, researchers are increasingly interested in183

explaining how ML classifiers (or models) work184

since ML models have achieved remarkable per-185

formances in many areas, e.g., security, education,186

and economy. LIME (Ribeiro et al., 2016) is an187

explanatory model that can explain any black-box188

classifier with two or more classes by inputting189

text, table, or image. Specifically, for a large-scale190

pre-trained language model (e.g. BERT), given a191

function that takes in text and outputs a logit prob-192

ability for each class, LIME can explain the model193

by presenting individual representative predictions.194

Our key idea is that the explanations of LIME can195

be leveraged to identify vulnerable words for adver-196

sarial attack. Instead of considering each word one197

by one as in previous work for finding vulnerable198

words (Li et al., 2020; Jin et al., 2020), LIME uti-199

lizes words around the chosen word, by obtaining200

the prediction of the target model on these per-201

turbed words and learning a linear model that ap-202

proximates the model in the vicinity of the chosen203

one. Then we follow LIME (Ribeiro et al., 2016)204

and use the fidelity functions and complexity mea-205

sures to get the importance value of the chosen206

word. Hence, LIME considers local information207

around the chosen word, not only a single word.208

3.2 LIME + BERT-Attack209

Our LIME-based method to generate adversarial ex-210

amples consists of two stages: (i) important words211

selection and (ii) word replacement.212

3.2.1 Important Words Selection213

We first pre-process the text and feed it into LIME214

to obtain the important words. Specifically, we con-215

struct a function that takes in text as input and calls216

the target BERT model to generate logit probability217

as output. Then LIME employs the constructed218

function to predict the importance of all the words.219

Note that there are no repeating words in the220

output ranked list of the words. Then we can select221

the first q words in the rank list as the important222

words. In our experiment, q is simply set to n, the223

length of input text.224

3.2.2 Word Replacement225

After we acquire the list of the important words,226

we use a word replacement strategy similar to (Li227

et al., 2020) to replace the words and use Algo-228

rithm 1 to generate the adversarial examples. To229

replace the words, we rely on the large-scale pre- 230

trained model, i.e., BERT, which can make the 231

generated sentences more fluent, grammar-correct, 232

and context-aware (Li et al., 2020) compared to 233

rule-based substitution methods (Ren et al., 2019; 234

Jin et al., 2020). Besides, the replacement process 235

needs only one forward pass, which is more ef- 236

ficient and does not scoring and constraining the 237

perturbations. 238

Algorithm 1 Adversarial examples generation
Input: S = [w0, w1, ..., wn] //Input sentence

Y ← ground truth label
l← 0.25× n //Maximum number of word substitutions
LIME(·) : S → [wi, ...] //The length of [wi, ...] is q
Logit(·) : S → RC //C is the number of classes

Output: Sadv //Adversarial example
1: I = [wi, ...]← LIME(S) //q important words in descending order
2: P∈q×K = top-K candidates for all words in I using BERT
3: ns = 0 //Number of substituted words
4: for wj in I do
5: if ns > l then
6: return False //Fail to generate adversarial example
7: else
8: for P j

k in P j do
9: S′ = [w0, w1, ..., wj−1, P

j
k ...]

10: if argmax(Logit(S′))! = Y then
11: return Sadv = S′ //Attack successful
12: else
13: if argmax(Logit(S′)) < argmax(Logit(Sadv))

then
14: Sadv = S′ //Update Sadv

15: ns+ = 1
16: end if
17: end if
18: end for
19: end if
20: end for

We employ Algorithm 1 to generate the modified 239

text that can fool BERT. Specifically, this algorithm 240

takes as input the pre-processed text S and the 241

ground truth label Y . This pre-processed text S is 242

then fed into LIME(·) whose output is a ranked 243

word list I . For each important word wj ∈ I , we 244

leverage BERT to identify the top K replacement 245

candidates’ list P j . Let P be the list of all such 246

P js. For every candidate in P , we filter P j by a 247

set of stop words. Then, we replace wj with the 248

mask token ([_mk_)]). The adversarial sentence 249

S′ is obtained by replacing the mask token with the 250

corresponding candidate from top-K candidates, 251

subsequently. We measure the logit probability of 252

S′ by feeding it into the target model. 253

If the predicted class is not the ground truth label 254

Y , a successful adversarial sample is generated and 255

the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, the algorithm 256

compares the max values of the logit probabilities 257

for S′ and Sadv. If Logit(S′) is smaller, we update 258

Sadv with the contents of S′. The Sadv is initialized 259

with S. The intuition behind this procedure is that 260

the smaller the maximum value of logit probability 261
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is, the more likely the target model will predict the262

wrong label. The output of our algorithm is the gen-263

erated adversarial example, Sadv. The algorithm264

replaces l words at maximum. If the number of265

the replaced words ns is more than l, the algorithm266

will consider that the text cannot be converted to an267

adversarial example. In our experiment, the value268

of l is set to 25%× n. By this constraint, we pre-269

serve the semantic information of the original text270

while keeping the adversarial attack effective. It271

can be considered as a trade-off between the attack272

success rate and semantic preservation of the input273

text.274

3.3 Reinforce Attack275

Although the attack method described in Sec-276

tion 3.2 outperforms the state-of-the-art attacks, it277

does not optimize the trade-offs among key metrics,278

including success rate, query number, perturbation279

rate, and semantic similarity during the attack pro-280

cess. Therefore, we propose a new attack dubbed281

as Reinforce Attack, which is an RL-based frame-282

work to optimize such trade-offs by maximizing a283

reward function composed of the above metrics.284

3.3.1 Framework285

Our Reinforce Attack framework is illustrated in286

Figure 1. As mentioned earlier, in this attack, our287

key idea is to formulate the adversarial attack as a288

sequence tagging task. There are only two labels:289

0 and 1 for the tagging. Firstly, we vectorize the290

input sentence using Glove embedding (Pennington291

et al., 2014), a powerful word vector technique that292

leverages both global and local statistics of a corpus.293

Let X represent the vectorized sentence:294

X = x1, x2, ... (1)295

Secondly, we apply LIME to explain the classifi-296

cation result of the input. The explanation is then297

normalized and reused as attention scores:298

α = α1, α2, ... (2)299

300

αi =
LIME[i]

max(abs(LIME))
(3)301

Thirdly, the input zi for the Agent is computed by:302

zi = (αi ∗ xi)
⊕

history_actions (4)303

where
⊕

represents concatenation operation. As304

shown, we inject the information of LIME into our305

Reinforce Attack by input attention mechanism. 306

Fourthly, if the action predicted by Agent is 0, it 307

will skip current word and move to the next. Other- 308

wise, it will get into attack process, which is guided 309

by the designed reward function. Finally, the Agent 310

is updated by the reward. 311

3.3.2 Reward Function 312

Our reward function takes into consideration all the 313

key metrics mentioned earlier in this section. 314

r(S′) = λArA − λQrQ − λP rP + λSrS (5) 315

Where λA, λQ, λP , λS ∈ [0,∞), S′ is the ad- 316

versarial sentence, rA, rQ, rP and rS correspond 317

to reward of attack success, query number, pertur- 318

bation rate and semantic similarity, respectively. 319

320

Attack Success: The success rate is the main met- 321

ric to evaluate the performance of adversarial at- 322

tack. Therefore, we consider attack success as the 323

fundamental component of the reward function. As 324

for the actual attack algorithm, we reuse the attack 325

process (lines 8-18) in Algorithm 1. 326

rA = max(pori − padv, 0) (6) 327

where pori is the original probability and padv is 328

the probability of adversarial sample. 329

Query Number: Query Number reflects the effi- 330

ciency of the attack model. While the attack reward 331

rA tries to encourage the model to generate mis- 332

leading samples, the query reward rQ ensures that 333

the attack success is not achieved at the cost of 334

high number of queries. Besides, restricting the 335

query number can also force the system to find 336

more vulnerable words for replacement. 337

rQ =
Q

n
(7) 338

where Q is the number of queries and n is the length 339

of sentence. 340

Perturbation Rate: The ratio of perturbed words 341

to the text length is an important metric to evaluate 342

semantic similarity. We expect the attack model to 343

achieve success while replacing minimal number 344

of words. The reward rP simply calculates the 345

perturbation rate to regularize the reward function. 346

rP =
P

n
(8) 347

where P is the number of perturbed words and n is 348

the length of sentence. 349
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Figure 1: Reinforce Attack Framework. T is the target model, S and Sa are original and adversarial sentence
respectively, Q and P are query number and perturbation rate respectively.

Semantic Similarity: Finally, we consider the350

Universal Sentence Encoder (USE) (Cer et al.,351

2018) as another metric to evaluate semantic simi-352

larity directly. It is a BERT-based encoder, which is353

widely used to calculate similarity between a pair354

of texts. rS represents the output score of USE.355

rS = USE(S, Sadv) (9)356

where S and Sadv are the original and adversarial357

sentences, respectively.358

3.3.3 Learning359

Agent: We have designed a simple MLP agent to360

identify vulnerable words to attack. As defined in361

equation (4), zi represents the input of the agent.362

ai =MLP (zi) (10)363

Here, ai is the predicted action. The MLP has two364

hidden layers with 512 and 256 neurons, respec-365

tively.366

Policy: We employed deep Q-learning (Van Has-367

selt et al., 2016) to train the agent. The agent in-368

teracts with an environment through a sequence369

of observations, actions and rewards. The goal of370

the agent is to select optimal actions so that future371

reward is maximized.372

Q∗(s, a) = max
π
E[rt+γrt+1+γ

2rt+2+...|st, at, π]
(11)373

where Q∗(s, a) is the maximum sum of rewards374

rt decayed by γ at each time step t, which relies375

on the policy π = P (a|s) with the observation st376

and the action at. During training, the samples377

(or minibatches) of (s, a, r, s′) ∼ U(D) are drawn378

uniformly at random from the pool of stored sam- 379

ples. The Q-learning update at iteration i uses the 380

following loss function: 381

Li(θi) = E(s,a,r,s′)∼U(D)[(r+

γmax
a′

Q(s′, a′; θ−i )−Q(s, a; θi))
2]

(12) 382

where γ is the discount factor that determines the 383

horizon of the agent, a′ and s′ are the target action 384

and state, respectively, θi are the parameters of the 385

Q-network at iteration i, and θ−i are the network 386

parameters to compute the target at iteration i. 387

4 Evaluation 388

In this section, we illustrate the experiment setup 389

and the experimental results. Firstly, we introduce 390

the datasets for classification and regression tasks 391

followed by experiment setup. Secondly, we dis- 392

cuss the results of our experiments. Finally, we 393

evaluate the generated samples of our method by 394

human evaluation. 395

4.1 Dataset Description 396

We apply our method to both classification and 397

regression tasks. For classification, we follow the 398

configuration in (Li et al., 2020) to test on 1000 399

samples, which are the same splits used by (Jin 400

et al., 2020). As for regression, we split a subset of 401

1000 random samples from the dataset for testing. 402

4.1.1 Text Classification 403

We consider four different types of classification 404

datasets as in (Li et al., 2020). 405

• Yelp Review Dataset is constructed by consid- 406

ering both negative (stars 1 & 2) and positive 407
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Table 1: Comparison with existing work.

Classification Method Original Acc Avg Len Attacked Acc Perturb % Query Semantic Sim

IMDB

GA (Alzantot et al., 2018) 45.7 4.9 6493 -

TextFooler (Jin et al., 2020) 90.9 215 13.6 6.1 1134 0.86

BERT-Attack (Li et al., 2020) 11.4 4.4 454 0.86

LIME + BERT-Attack* 4.1 3.0 527 0.80

LIME + Reinforce Attack* 1.9 3.3 367 0.97

Yelp

GA (Alzantot et al., 2018) 31.0 10.1 6137 -

TextFooler (Jin et al., 2020) 95.6 157 6.6 12.8 743 0.74

BERT-Attack (Li et al., 2020) 5.1 4.1 273 0.77

LIME + BERT-Attack* 11.1 4.7 352 0.46

LIME + Reinforce Attack* 6.2 10.8 360 0.96

Fake

GA (Alzantot et al., 2018) 58.3 1.1 28508 -

TextFooler (Jin et al., 2020) 97.8 885 19.3 11.7 4403 0.76

BERT-Attack (Li et al., 2020) 15.5 1.1 1558 0.81

LIME + BERT-Attack* 6.0 4.0 632 0.65

LIME + Reinforce Attack* 2.6 4.4 549 0.98

AG

GA (Alzantot et al., 2018) 51.0 16.9 3495 -

TextFooler (Jin et al., 2020) 94.2 43 12.5 22.0 357 0.57

BERT-Attack (Li et al., 2020) 10.6 15.4 213 0.63

LIME + BERT-Attack* 16.2 18.3 330 0.81

LIME + Reinforce Attack* 15.0 15.1 210 0.94

Regression Method Original MAE Avg Len Attacked MAE Perturb % Query Semantic Sim

Blog
BERT-Attack (Li et al., 2020) 6.5 195 10.5 2.0 150 0.95

Reinforce Attack* - 14.0 3.9 199 0.97

(stars 3 & 4) reviews. We follow the steps in408

(Zhang et al., 2015) to perform binary classifi-409

cation task.410

• IMDB Movie Review Dataset1 consists of411

both negative and positive reviews. We per-412

form a binary classification task here as well.413

• AG’s News Dataset2 contains news articles of414

four different topics, namely World, Sports,415

Business and Sci/Tech. We process it into a416

four-class classification task.417

• FAKE News Dataset is from Kaggle Fake418

News Challenge3, which aims to identify un-419

reliable news articles.420

1https://datasets.imdbws.com/
2https://www.kaggle.com/amananandrai/ag-news-

classification-dataset
3https://www.kaggle.com/c/fake-news/data

4.1.2 Text Regression 421

Blog Authorship Corpus consists of the collected 422

posts of 19,320 bloggers gathered from blog- 423

ger.com in August 2004. Each blog is labelled 424

with blogger’s self-provided gender, age, industry 425

and astrological sign. As in (Santosh et al., 2013), 426

we perform age prediction based on the text. The 427

ages of the bloggers range from 13 to 48. 428

4.2 Setup of Automatic Evaluation 429

To measure the quality of the generated samples 430

comprehensively, we set up extensive automatic 431

evaluation metrics as in (Li et al., 2020). The at- 432

tacked accuracy, which is the accuracy of target 433

model on adversarial samples, is the core metric 434

measuring the effectiveness of the attack model. 435

Besides, the perturbation rate is also vital since less 436

perturbation usually means more semantic consis- 437

tency. Furthermore, the query number per sample 438

is a key metric, which reflects the efficiency of the 439
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Table 2: Human evaluation results.

Dataset Accuracy Semantic Grammar

IMDB
Original 0.86 1 3.39

BERT-Attack (Li et al., 2020) 0.21 0.82 3.24
LIME + BERT-Attack* 0.25 0.88 3.44

LIME + Reinforce Attack* 0.23 0.87 3.31

Blog
Original - 1 3.51

Reinforce Attack* - 0.80 3.09

attack model. Finally, we also use Universal Sen-440

tence Encoder (Cer et al., 2018) to measure the441

semantic similarity between original sentence and442

adversarial sample.443

4.3 Hyperparameters444

For the BERT-Attack framework, we reuse the445

configuration in (Li et al., 2020). As for the re-446

ward function, grid search is performed to find447

the best weights. For λS , the candidates are448

[0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1.0] while for other weights, the449

range is set to be [0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0]. Eventually,450

λQ, λP , λA, and λS are set to be 1.5, 1.0, 2.0, and451

0.01, respectively, throughout all the experiments.452

4.4 Experiment Results453

We compare our method with three existing work:454

GA (Alzantot et al., 2018), TextFooler (Jin et al.,455

2020), and BERT-Attack (Li et al., 2020). In this456

section, the target model is BERT-base, and the457

attack model is also BERT-base.458

Classification: As shown in Table 1, both our459

LIME + BERT-Attack and LIME + Reinforce-460

Attack outperform other methods on IMDB and461

Fake datasets by a distinctive margin. However,462

LIME didn’t improve the success rate of attack463

models on AG and Yelp datasets, whose average464

lengths are relatively smaller. This suggests that465

the fidelity of LIME is discounted when sentences466

are shorter. More analysis is provided in appendix467

B.468

Specifically, our Reinforce Attack achieves an469

average attacked accuracy of about 6.4%, which is470

a significant improvement compared with BERT-471

Attack (10.7%) and LIME + BERT-Attack (9.4%).472

Moreover, Reinforce Attack consistently outper-473

forms other methods in terms of semantic similarity474

by a large margin. The semantic similarity reward475

rS in Reinforce Attack plays a vital role in main-476

taining high semantic consistency throughout the477

attack process.478

Regression: As for the regression dataset, LIME479

can not be applied due to incompatibility. There-480

fore we only compare the vanilla BERT-Attack and481

Table 3: The ablation study on reward function

Dataset Reward Attacked Acc Perturb % Query Semantic Sim

IMDB

rA 10.7 7.3 385 0.90

rA + rQ 7.0 6.4 267 0.96

rA + rP 1.4 3.2 272 0.95

rA + rS 2.0 4.3 309 0.98

Combined 1.9 3.3 367 0.97

our Reinforce Attack. 482

Reinforce Attack achieves an attacked MAE of 483

14.0, outperforming BERT-Attack by 33%. It is 484

also noticeable that Reninforce Attack still main- 485

tains an impressive semantic similarity of 0.97 with 486

slightly higher perturbation rate and query number. 487

This shows the advantage of our Reinforce Attack, 488

which is controlled by the reward function to bal- 489

ance between the success rate and other metrics. 490

4.5 Human Evaluation 491

We perform human evaluation to further evaluate 492

the generated adversarial examples via Amazon 493

Turk. Specifically, we run three experiments to 494

measure the classification consistency, grammati- 495

cality, and semantic similarity, where three anno- 496

tators annotate each data point. We use the IMDB 497

dataset and Blog dataset for classification and re- 498

gression tasks respectively. We select 50 original 499

samples, 50 corresponding adversarial samples gen- 500

erated by BERT-Attack, and 50 samples generated 501

by our methods for each dataset. Firstly, we mix 502

samples and ask human judges to classify the senti- 503

ment of IMDB data for all four types of sentences. 504

Secondly, we ask the annotators to rate the gram- 505

maticality of the sentences from 1 to 5 (5 being 506

the best), following (Li et al., 2020). Finally, we 507

ask the annotators to compare the semantic simi- 508

larity of reference sentences with those generated 509

by the attack methods for both the IMDB and Blog 510

datasets. The scale is 0 to 1, where 1 is similar, 0 511

is dissimilar and 0.5 is the middle, following (Jin 512

et al., 2020). As shown in Table 2, both our LIME 513

+ BERT-Attack and LIME + Reinforce Attack out- 514

perform the vanilla BERT-Attack on all three di- 515

mensions. 516

5 Discussions 517

5.1 Effects of LIME 518

As shown in Table 1, replacing the original word 519

importance ranking method with LIME resulted 520

in distinctive improvements on IMDB and Fake 521
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datasets while LIME’s performances on Yelp and522

AG with shorter sentences were less stable.523

Some theoretical study (Slack et al., 2020;524

Garreau and von Luxburg, 2020) found that525

perturbation-based interpretability methods like526

LIME and SHAP are not robust enough. Their527

performances may vary from dataset to dataset.528

Therefore, more research effort is needed to im-529

proving the stability of LIME.530

5.2 Importance of Reward Components531

We also conduct ablation study of reward function532

on IMDB dataset. As shown in Table 3, we tested533

different combinations of the reward components534

(i.e. rA, rQ, rP , rS) to demonstrate the correspond-535

ing effects on the attack evaluation metrics.536

The base reward is rA whose performance can be537

viewed as a lower bound. The effect of adding other538

rewards to rA is distinctive. More specifically, rA+539

rQ reduces the query number by more than 100,540

reaching the lowest at 267. rA + rP outperforms541

all other candidates in terms of attacked accuracy542

and perturbation rate. rA + rS attains the best543

semantic similarity of 0.98. Intuitively, the impacts544

of the reward components are consistent with our545

expectations.546

Moreover, the combination of all rewards547

reached a satisfying trade-off among these eval-548

uation metrics. Different results can be obtained by549

simply manipulating the weights of each reward.550

5.3 Transferability of Reinforce Attack551

We validate the transferability of the adversarial552

examples generated by our Reinforce Attack. For553

this, we collect the adversarial samples generated554

for IMDB and Blog datasets to attack other tar-555

get models. The criterion of being a successfully556

transferable adversarial example for IMDB is sim-557

ply fooling the other target model while for Blog558

we set a threshold for the increase of MAE (7.0,559

about 25% of the age range) between predicted560

age and true age. As shown in table 4, there exists561

noticeable transferability among models on IMDB562

dataset. However, the adversarial samples are less563

transferable on Blog dataset. Note that our Rein-564

force Attack exhibits more distinctive transferabil-565

ity on classification dataset compared to previous566

methods (Li et al., 2020; Jin et al., 2020).567

5.4 Runtime Comparison568

We use the AWS P3.2xlarge machine with 8 Intel569

Xeon CPUs and 1 Nvidia Tesla v100 GPU (the570

Table 4: Transferability of adversarial examples on
IMDB and Blog dataset. Row and column stand for
attack model and tested model respectively.

Dataset Model BERT-base DistilBERT Albert

IMDB
BERT-base 0 0.63 0.51
DistilBERT 0.64 0 0.50

Albert 0.48 0.50 0
Dataset Model BERT-base DistilBERT Albert

Blog
BERT-base 14.0 6.3 5.4
DistilBERT 5.5 11.0 5.6

Albert 6.3 5.6 15.8

Table 5: Runtime Comparison

Dataset Method Runtime(s/sample)
IMDB BERT-Attack (Li et al., 2020) 86

LIME+BERT-Attack* 130
LIME+ Reinforce Attack* 179

configuration is different from that of (Li et al., 571

2020)). The runtime analysis is shown in Table 5. 572

Since LIME takes slightly more time than the orig- 573

inal method to calculate word ranking, our LIME + 574

BERT-Attack is slower than BERT-Attack. More- 575

over, Reinforce Attack requires to calculate seman- 576

tic similarity during the generation process, which 577

is time-consuming. 578

6 Conclusion 579

In this paper, we first study the effects of replacing 580

naive word importance ranking method with the 581

model explanation tool, LIME, for text adversarial 582

attack. Experimental results suggest that although 583

the performance of LIME is not stable, it still gen- 584

erates more accurate ranking in some cases, which 585

leads to significantly higher success rate. Our em- 586

pirical analysis shows that the fidelity of LIME is 587

discounted when sentences are shorter. 588

Furthermore, we propose Reinforce Attack, an 589

RL-based attack schema to generate adversarial 590

texts. Unlike the previous methods which mostly 591

rely on heuristics to constrain the generated sam- 592

ples, our method is guided by a carefully designed 593

reward function to optimize the trade-off among 594

key metrics, including success rate, perturbation 595

rate, query number, and semantic similarity. Exten- 596

sive experiments, including automatic and human 597

evaluations, show that Reinforce Attack maintains 598

distinctively higher semantic similarity through 599

all the datasets in our experiment, while achiev- 600

ing comparable or better success rate against other 601

methods. 602
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A Qualitative Results 735

To illustrate qualitative results, we show four ex- 736

amples in Figure. 2: two examples from the IMDB 737

dataset and two examples from the Blog dataset. 738

The text in the green box is the original text; the 739

blue box text is the sentences generated by our 740

method. The red words in the green box and blue 741

box denote the important words, mask token, and 742

substitutes. We can find that our method can gen- 743

erate adversarial examples by changing few words 744

and without changing much semantic meanings for 745

both classification task and regression task. For 746

example, in the top-left example of Figure. 2, the 747

attack model only replaces one word “awful” into 748

“damned”. In the bottom-right example of figure. 2, 749

the word “everyone” is replaced by “all” and “send” 750

is replaced by “fire”. The semantic similarity is 751

high for the adversarial example and the original 752

text. 753

B Accuracy and sentence length 754

As shown in Figure. 3, when the length of sen- 755

tences is greater, the attacked accuracy of LIME+ 756

Reinforce Attack is lower for IMDB, Yelp, Fake 757

datasets. However, when the length of sentence is 758

less than 140, the performance of our method is not 759

stable for AG dataset. One possible reason is that 760

the AG is four-classes classification task which is 761

different to other three two-classes classification 762

task. Hence, when the sentence length is greater, 763

the performance of our method is better. 764
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surely this deserves to be in the bottom 10 films of 
all time , pity it 's just a tv movie . rubbish that only 

we british can produce ! it perhaps has some merit in 
the so awful it 's good scale . watch out for scene 

where they start dancing !

surely this deserves to be in the bottom 10 films of 
all time , pity it 's just a tv movie . rubbish that only 

we british can produce ! it perhaps has some merit in 
the so damned it 's good scale . watch out for scene 

where they start dancing !

... too much fun not to blog: president george w. 
bush’s increasingly erratic behavior and wide mood 
swings has the halls of the west wing buzzing lately 

as aides privately express growing concern over their 
leader’s state of mind. ... but unfortunately 

probably in the too good to be true category.

... too much fun not to blog: president george v . 
bush’s increasingly erratic behavior and wide mood 
swings has the halls of the west wing buzzing lately 

as aides privately express growing concern over their 
leader’s state of mind. ... but unfortunately 

probably in the too good to prove true category.

after the book i became very sad when i was 
watching the movie . ... he was a bull - dog in the last 
seconds as well . he did not want to die by wrecking 

his gun and walking simply towards to michael & 
noah . so this is some kind of a happy end which 

does not fit at all for this movie .

the book i became very sadness when i was watching 
the movie .  …. he was a bull - dog in the last seconds 
as well . he did less want to die by wrecking his gun 
and walking simply towards to michael & noah . so 
this is some kind of a happy end which does not fit 

quite all for this movie .

i want to thank everyone. a big huge thanks to 
everyone ... i finally finished my brief and want to 

now thank all those bloggers that either mentioned 
the bernstein event, blogged it, or didn't send me a 

virus in reply to my email. ...

i want to thank all ; a big huge thanks to everyone ... 
i finally finished my brief and want to now thank all 
those bloggers that either mentioned the bernstein 

event, blogged it, or didn't fire me $ virus in reply to 

my email. ...

(a) IMDB (b) BLOG

Figure 2: Four examples of generated adversarial examples. The left two examples are from the IMDB dataset,
and the right two examples are from the Blog dataset. The original text is in the green box, and the text adversarial
examples generated by LIME + Reinforce Attack is in the blue box. The red words in the green box, blue box
denote the vulnerable words and substitutes, respectively.
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Figure 3: The figures of the relationships between the attacked accuracy of LIME+ Reinforce Attack and the length
of the sentence for four classification datasets.
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